upsetting news was surprising and disproved the hypothesis allowing the simpler and more automatic cognitive processes.
3.
Attentional load in connection with rumination. People tend to ponder so much on social exclusion that this preoccupation distracts them from processing incoming information. The hypothesis is that performance on all or nearly all cognitive tasks or at least those requiring attention would be impaired. However, socially excluded people managed to encode and recall nonsense syllables (exp. 3) and encode meaningful information into memory (exp. 2). Yet no decrement in their intake of new information was shown and disproved the hypothesis that social exclusion specifically impairs controlled processes exhausting the self's executive function resources. Impairments were found on tasks that required active thinking, such as reasoning and logic, whereas the relatively automatic (less efficient, less controlled) tasks were unaffected.
To sum up substantial decrements in intelligent thought were repeatedly found among people who received messages of social exclusion not any kind of bad news. The results were more consistent with the view that intelligence evolved as a means to support and facilitate social relations rather than to compensate for the absence of their advantages. The findings could even be taken to suggest that people who responded as if being excluded from social groups removed the need for intelligent thought. Although some may regard social cognition as a small aspect or special case of human thought, the present results offer at least a hint that cognition in general may have an important social basis.
